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Why Carbon programs?
• Sacramento summertime temperatures are predicted to

increase by 10 degrees F, worsening air pollution,
increasing forest fire risk, reduced Sierra snow pack by
as much as 70-90 percent by the end of the century.
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as much as 70-90 percent by the end of the century.
Some might call this global warming.

• Four ways to reduce emissions

– Renewables

– Efficient cars/alternate fuels

– Energy efficiency

– Carbon offsetting
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Carbon Offsetting

• Mitigates carbon emissions that are difficult to reduce.

• Accomplished by funding equivalent emissions reductions.

• SMUD customers can calculate carbon impact, enroll in
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• SMUD customers can calculate carbon impact, enroll in
LiveGreen offset program and learn about other
opportunities. $$$ will build local projects.

• Two dairy digester under construction

now — digesters capture the methane

given off by manure and use it to make

electricity.
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Enrolling in Carbon Offset Program
• Links:

› www.SMUD.org/Residential Services , /Community &Environment ,

/Your Account or /LiveGreen pages.

› www.ourgreencommunity.org home page.
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› www.ourgreencommunity.org home page.

• Residential and Commercial customers are eligible

• “Carbon footprint” = all the emission associated with home
electricity, gas, gasoline for cars, flights and even emissions
associated with products and food purchased.

• The cost to offset is $10 per tonne of CO2

• Education and efficiency recommendations are key
components of the calculator 4
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• Engage customers and position District as green
leader

www.ourgreencommunity.org

Objectives
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leader
• Work with green groups and agencies
• Online community that lets users express

themselves (Web 2.0)
• Serve as expert resource
• Lead people to SMUD solutions

Performance

• Modest in advance of marketing effort
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